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The COVID-19 “Vaccine” and the Nuremberg Code. Crimes Against Humanity, Genocide

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, October 05, 2021

The mRNA vaccine is “experimental’ and unapproved. Since December 2020, it has resulted
in a worldwide upward trend in deaths and injuries. Numerous scientific studies confirm the
nature of the Covid-19 mRNA vaccine which is being imposed on all humanity.

Pure Insanity: Now Anyone with Any Disease in Alberta Can be Counted as a “COVID” Case

By Ethan Huff, October 05, 2021

In order to keep the “case” count high and the plandemic moving right along, government
officials in Alberta, Canada, are now counting all illnesses as “covid” in order to justify all the
tyranny.

Spanish Government Says that the SARS-CoV-2 Virus Has Not Been Isolated

By Free West Media, October 05, 2021

The Spanish Ministry of Health does not have SARS-CoV-2 cultures for testing and does not
have  a  list  of  laboratories  with  samples  of  this  virus.  The  government  confirmed  this  to
critical  lawyers  and  organizations.

The Monday October 4th Facebook Blackout Reveals Real Power of Big Tech Companies

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, October 05, 2021

The problem has hit the Facebook group companies, causing damage not only to social
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media, but also to various websites and apps that are somehow linked to Mark Zuckerberg‘s
businesses – including banking and financial transaction apps.

Potentially Millions of First Responders, Police, Teachers, Healthcare Workers Will Soon be
Out of a Job over COVID Vaccine Mandates

By J. D. Heyes, October 05, 2021

An increasing number of governments, including the federal government, are mandating
that their employees get a COVID-19 vaccine or else lose their jobs.

Huge Uptick in Ivermectin Use Is Causing Profit-driven Big Pharma to Sell Patented Copycat
Pills

By Joel S. Hirschhorn, October 05, 2021

I am confident in predicting that as more and more bad news about the ineffectiveness and
dangerous side effects of COVID vaccines become increasingly known to more of the public,
the big  drug companies  will  increasingly  switch from vaccines  to  prescription antiviral
medicines.

Forever Wars, Recaptured in Real Time

By Pepe Escobar, October 05, 2021

The 21st century, geopolitically, so far has been shaped by the U.S.- engineered Forever
Wars. Forever Wars: Afghanistan-Iraq, part 2, ranging from 2004 to 2021, is the fourth in a
series of e-books recovering the Pepe Escobar archives on Asia Times.

Trump, Twitter and the Digital Town Hall

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, October 05, 2021

The merits are hard to stomach for partisans long jaundiced by presumption and dislike, but
the cheer at the deplatforming of Donald Trump by a range of social media platforms said as
much about the nature of any sentiment about democracy as it did about those claiming to
defend it.
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The Brutality of Denying Water to Palestinians in the South Hebron Hills

By Daphne Banai, October 05, 2021

Abu Hani and his family live only two kilometers from the Israeli settlement outpost of
Avigayil  in  the  occupied  South  Hebron  Hills.  But  unlike  Avigayil’s  residents,  who  are
connected to Israel’s national water grid, Abu Hani and his children are barred from doing
so.

Pfizer  Scientists  Caught  Undercover  Admitting  Pfizer  Is  Evil  and  that  Natural  Immunity  Is
Better  than  the  COVID-19  Vaccine

By Brian Shilhavy, October 05, 2021

Project Veritas released their fourth video in its COVID-19 vaccine investigative series today
which  exposed  three  Pfizer  scientists  saying  that  antibodies  lead  to  equal,  if  not  better,
protection  against  the  virus  compared  to  the  vaccine.

What Biden Told the Indians

By M. K. Bhadrakumar, October 05, 2021

It has been a sobering two years. India’s economy crashed and it cannot be the magnet
anymore for investors in Silicon Valley. ‘Make in India’ withered away. The current pitch for
a spot in the global supply chain is unconvincing.    

Are US War Plans with China Taking Shape?

By Brian Berletic, October 05, 2021

The US and its allies continue beating the drums of war in regards to China, but how serious
is this? Will it really lead to war, or is it merely posturing meant to give the US the most
favorable position on the other side of a fully ascendant China?
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